Spurge, knotweed and clover are no match for the power of new Surge® Broadleaf Herbicide For Turf. Energized with sulfentrazone, Surge has the power and speed to knock out tough broadleaf weeds fast. And it even suppresses yellow nutsedge! **Visual results in 48 hours** – now that has a powerful effect on call-backs.

Your customers will be pleased with the speed and performance. You'll be pleased with the economy of Surge’s water-based amine formulation!

**Put the power of Surge to work for your business this year!**

- Energized with Sulfentrazone
- Warm Weather Weed Control
- Reduces Call-Backs
- Rain-Fast in Just 6 Hours
- Designed for Residential and Commercial Turf
- Low Odor

© 2005 PBI/Gordon Corporation; Surge is a registered trademark of PBI/Gordon Corporation
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of the $8,400 annual savings by partnering with ServiceMagic.com, an online generator of qualified leads.

Most consumers have migrated away from print business directories and now surf the Web for services, says Jeff Swano, president of the $700,000-a-year business.

“I can't tell you how many of our customers tell us they don't open those yellow or white books anymore,” Swano says. “But I can tell you our return on investment with ServiceMagic.com blows away those print directories — just don't tell anyone.”

Swano spends about $400 per month on ServiceMagic.com leads. He also recently invested $1,500 for a Web site renovation and $2,500 for SEO.

continued on page 14

TWEETY SOARS

Morse, meet Twitter, your telegram technology replacement.

Twitter is the world’s new e-telegram, says digital marketing guru Jon Wuebben, who spoke at the Turf and Ornamental Communicators Association’s (TOCA’s) recent 20th anniversary meeting in San Juan, Puerto Rico.

Wuebben points out that when US Airways flight 1549 crashed into New York’s Hudson River Jan. 15, twitter.com broke the news first thanks to a tweet (a microblog of 140 or fewer characters) by one of the passengers on the plane.

Wuebben points out that when US Airways flight 1549 crashed into New York’s Hudson River Jan. 15, twitter.com broke the news first thanks to a tweet (a microblog of 140 or fewer characters) by one of the passengers on the plane.

Twitter is no stranger to scoops — or crashes. Just a few weeks before the Hudson River incident, passenger Mike Wilson (login “2drinksbehind”) tweeted his first-hand account of Continental flight 737 veering off a runway in Denver and catching fire. Wilson’s initial tweet on the accident comprised less than 50 characters, yet virtually managed to seat people throughout the world right beside him on flight 737: “Holy f***ing s**t — I was just in a plane crash!”

Thirty-three minutes later, another tweet showed Wilson’s fear dissipating (no typos were made; no censorship was needed), as his logic and humor re-surfaced: “This was crash #2 for me. Maybe I should start taking the bus.”

Armed with just a cell phone, any tweeter in the right place at the right time (or in this case, in the wrong place at the wrong time) can scoop a pack of reporters. Twitter is easier and faster than blogging, and uploading photos is a snap. It’s better for readers, too: “It’s immediate, unfiltered and free,” Wuebben adds.

“Twitter, Facebook and YouTube complete the SMO — Social Media Optimization — technology triumvirate,” Wuebben says. “If you want to be ‘in’ — to really know things and be known — you better be ‘there.’” — MW

PRODUCTS, INC.

• Slit Seeder
• Dethatch Rake
• 20 gal. spray system
• 120 lbs hopper
• 36”/46” tine heads

No other machines have more productivity, or reliability.

Call 877-482-2040 to find out more or go to www.z-spray.com.
Introducing the new Wright Stander™ ZK™.

With speed, stability and control, you can go the distance. Tackle the changing terrain with absolute ease. Introducing a new force in lawn maintenance that let's you do it all—the 31 hp Wright Stander ZK. With cut speeds of up to 13.5 mph, you’ll blow any mid-mount Z out of the water on jobs big and small.

Experience the advantages of standing. Ride Wright.
Part of the numbers game favoring digital marketing involves the proliferation of print directories. More than 120 publishers sell ads for a combined more than 7,000 local reference books. Swano and other landscape contractors say consumers' cabinets are stuffed with so many business directories that it's much easier to surf online for services than try and open the bulging Pandora's box.

Yellow free

Dave Flannery, owner of Big Creek Landscapes in Alpharetta, GA, canceled the company's print business-directory advertising in 2005 and doesn't regret it. Flannery is in the choir when it comes to singing the praises of digital marketing.

Two-thirds of landscape contractors say their digital marketing investments offer greater returns than traditional telephone directory ads. Three-quarters say digital marketing beats local newspaper, TV and radio ads.

Source: July 2009 Landscape Management online survey with 170 respondents.

The Horizon Resource Management Group can help you from start to finish.

Construction projects are tough. We can help you navigate the maze of budget constraints, resource scarcity and delays. Horizon is more than just a source for irrigation and landscape products—we are your all-in-one project resource. Our unique Resource Management Group (RMG) offers you technical assistance and valuable input on managing your water, energy and other finite resources—throughout the entire project life cycle. Call Horizon to learn more, because RMG is your direct line to results.
Until it's proven, all the claims mean nothing.

The same goes for lawn care products. You need solutions that are proven to work. Products that have been researched and tested to stand up to even your toughest weed, insect and disease problems. Others can claim it. Dow AgroSciences can prove it. Our comprehensive portfolio includes the leading solutions you know and trust, like Dimension®, Gallery® and Snapshot® specialty herbicides, as well as MACH 2® specialty insecticide. And our Turf & Ornamental Specialists are a proven resource for the service and support you need. But don’t just take our word for it, see the proof at www.DowProvesIt.com.

www.DowProvesIt.com   800-255-3726
Green from the go.

{our philosophy} since 1973

Same Name. Same Game. "We didn't invent the wheel and we didn't reinvent it either. Instead, we focused on creating a philosophy to live by; one to work by and one to create and design products by. We found our inspiration from our concern for the environment, and have continued to create lines of lawn and garden products that are not only innovative, but also dedicated to our philosophy of promoting environmentally responsible products.

We are DeWitt. No Chemicals then or now."

-Larry DeWitt, founder & CEO

We are your Seasoned Landscape Professionals

SOIL EROSION CONTROL

Fiber Guard 200
- Natural Aspen wood fibers
- Expands to hold seed
- Dyed green to look like grass
- Single photodegradable netting on top of wood fibers

Straw Guard 200
- Faster Germination
- Seed Doesn't Wash Away
- Saves Water
- Non-toxic, Biodegradable
- Lightweight and easy to use

PREMIUM LANDSCAPE FABRIC

PRO-5 Weed Barrier is the industry's best 5 oz. woven, needle-punched, polypropylene fabrics designed for professional and commercial use. Pro-5 Weed Barrier® has been approved by leading landscape architects and most government agencies. Pro-5 Weed Barrier® conserves soil moisture, increases growth and prevents unwanted weeds from germinating.

GEOTEXTILES

Woven & Non Woven
Woven Geotextile Fabrics are high-quality polypropylene fabrics that stabilize the subgrade and separate soil from the aggregate. Everything in place, you'll experience a reduction in maintenance costs and extended life of your pavement structure.
Does your insurance company think “photosynthesis” is the latest feature on a digital camera?

In a competitive business environment, you can’t afford an insurance company that doesn’t understand your business. Hortica has over 120 years experience in the horticultural industry. We provide specialized insurance solutions and loss control strategies that other companies don’t deliver.

To learn how Hortica can help protect your business visit www.hortica-insurance.com or call 800-851-7740.
a monthly e-newsletter that promotes the upgraded Web site and provides landscape maintenance tips, special offers and photos/recaps of recently completed work.

Flannery hasn’t gone “all in” on digital advertising. He says local glossy print magazines still provide solid returns on his marketing investments.

“You can’t showcase your landscape work in those yellow print directories,” Flannery says. “The few leads we did get from those ads weren’t quality. The people generally were calling us, and three to five other companies, just to obtain the lowest price possible — and that’s the kind of business we’re not interested in.”

Most mix bets
Chepurny and Flannery are atypical. While many professionals are following their lead and moving more marketing dollars to digital venues, most still maintain paid presences in their printed local business directories.

“We cut way back on our Yellow Pages advertising, from a few hundred dollars a month to $60, but we’re still in there,” Dwyer says. “We get a free one-line listing in one category for being located in the area, and we pay for similar listings under four or five other headings — so we can cover our bets across nursery wholesale and retail, landscape maintenance, design/build and installation.”

Printed local directory ads still can help build business. They accounted for 11% of new customers last year for

continued on page 20
For fire ant colonies, it's a perfect storm.

Only one solution has the benefits of both baits and contact insecticides. DuPont® Advion® fire ant bait is one of the fastest, most effective products available today—eliminating the entire colony in just 24 to 72 hours. Thanks to a new class of chemistry, Advion® provides outstanding year-round protection in just one or two applications. And it does it all with an excellent environmental and toxicological profile, and a reduced-risk classification from the EPA. Experience all-in-one fire ant control today. Call 1-888-6DuPont (1-888-638-7668) or visit us at proproducts.dupont.com. Advion® Unbeatable results.
Austin, TX-based Cutting Edge Lawn Care. The Internet, however, draws more new business, says Jerry Tindel, Cutting Edge's office manager who sidelines as its director of marketing. "Yellow Pages cost us $394.50 for each new client they brought us in the first half of 2009," Tindel says. "The Web cost us just $183.13 for each new customer. Twice as many customers — 23 — came to us through the Web."

Printed local business directories not only still win advertising dollars from Tindel, but they also prompted him and his son, Todd — who founded the business in the eighth grade — to change the company's name. "When I came aboard in 1994, we changed the business' name from Todd's Lawn Care to Cutting Edge Lawn Care just so we could be among the first lawn care listings in printed local business directories," Tindel adds. "It was the precursor to search engine optimization — have your company name begin with A, B or C."

Most contractors say the Internet will win even more advertising marketshare, but project the Yellow Pages and other printed local business directories will remain viable marketing vehicles for years. "Our Web site and monthly e-newsletters are occupying more of our time and investments, but print still has a place," says Frank Roberts, owner and self-proclaimed chief bottle washer for Brandon, Manitoba, Canada-based Eco Green. "Capturing top-of-mind awareness requires a multi-pronged marketing strategy."

Social networking sites and other digital marketing portals are "the weave of the future," says Priya Hutner, avid Facebooker and director of marketing for Longwood, FL-based Nanaks Landscaping. She, too, mixes her marketing bets, but mostly among the digital arena. "The Web gives us a world of new marketing opportunities," Hutner says. "Just as important, all of these new digital tools make marketing much less of a gamble."

WEB EXTRAS!
No digital marketing story would be complete without a few Web-exclusive sidebars:

› Visit www.landscapemanagement.net/digitalmarketingsurvey for the complete survey results.
› Visit www.landscapemanagement.net/digitalmarketing for suggestions on capitalizing on e-newsletters, podcasts and blogs.
› Visit www.landscapemanagement.net/websitetips to generate more leads and new business via your virtual headquarters.